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Digital Vibes a warning against NHI
This piece is essential reading for anyone stuck in the moralistic argument that we’ll fail in our duty of care as a nation if we don’t
implement universal health insurance. They forget that it’s all about context – in SA’s case, pretty murky. These authors neatly
lay out the fatal design of the NHI castle and how the Lord of the Manor (read whichever incumbent or acting health minister)
will rule supreme over its budget allocation, where his tenants may work, under what strictures, and what they’ll get paid. Their
seemingly irrefutable logic makes nonsense of utterances by the immediate predecessor to the disgraced and turfed most recent
ministerial incumbent. Dr Aaron Motsoaledi was fond of saying South Africa couldn’t afford not to have an NHI and many
academics have since climbed on the politically correct bandwagon – a sleek, ethically attractive vehicle that confers instant status.
Then along comes Dr Zweli Mkhize and his chief butler to remind us of the dangers of Lords and Manors… – Chris Bateman
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he Special Investigating
Unit (SIU)’s report
interrogating the tender
award to Digital Vibes for
communications work on the
proposed NHI, should serve as
a strong warning on the dangers
of government’s dogmatic desire
to control ever greater levers of
power within the economy. The
NHI Bill seeks to monopolise the
management of all healthcare
services in the country – private
and public – while dramatically
increasing
arbitrary
and
discretionary powers of the
Minister of Health, thus enabling
even greater levels of corruption.
The SIU report found that former
acting Director-General, Dr
Anban Pillay, committed fraud,
gross misconduct, negligence,
and dereliction of duty. The
report maintains that he should
be prosecuted for his alleged
“main actor” role in the irregular
awarding of the R150 million
contract to Digital Vibes. But the
actions of Dr Pillay appear to have
been under direct influence at the
time from then health minister Dr
Zweli Mkhize. In court papers filed
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in July 2021, the SIU said evidence
showed Mkhize had received
gratifications from Digital Vibes,
citing R3.8 million that flowed to
his son.
An article by Peter-Louis
Myburgh in the Daily Maverick
indicates that when the decision
was made to allocate budget for

the communications project, Dr
Mkhize already mentioned that
the project would be run by Digital
Vibes – well before the tender
process started. That any Cabinet
member so heavily interferes in
operational matters is a guarantee
that tender appointments will be
manipulated for all the wrong
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Alec Hogg reads RW Johnson’s
Bestseller: How Long Will South
Africa Survive?

reasons. This emulates the ANC’s
bedrock cadre deployment policy
and, as we heard in August from
President Ramaphosa at the
Zondo Commission, the ANC are
unapologetic for continuing the
sordid practice.
Read the full article here

Click here
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Regulation 28 is short-changing retirees
fallen victim over the past decade. Owing
to draconian investment restrictions within
Regulation 28, retirement funds have had
large exposure to South African investment
instruments, most of which have performed
poorly over the better part of the decade.
Heystek argues that many of the country’s
largest financial services institutions are
partly to blame as the poor investment
performance returns seem to have been
swept under the rug. – Justin Rowe-Roberts

Magnus Heystek

F

ollowing the passing of legendary
media stalwart Allan Greenblo,
Magnus Heystek and Alec Hogg reflect
on the impact he had on the South African
financial journalism landscape. Greenblo
was fiercely independent with no hidden
agendas, which is a similar characteristic
shared by the hard-hitting Brenthurst Wealth
founder. The conversation is dominated by
pension funds and similar types of products
to which many South African savers have

Magnus Heystek on institutional pension
funds underperformance over the last decade
“I spent some time last week going through
the website of one of our largest financial
insurance companies. I looked at its Regulation
28 funds and there were myriad of them –
hundreds, all with different names. They are
all the same and they are Regulation 28 funds,
which means it is in line with pension funds.
I battled to find any of the particular funds
that have beaten the inflation rate over one,
three, five and even up to eight years. That’s
excluding the friction costs. The numbers are
there but people are not talking about it. Just
in the last few weeks, a couple of reports were
released: 10X came out with its retirement
survey, there was a Sanlam benchmark review
and Alexander Forbes published its survey.

What was lacking from all of these reports is
that they made no reference to the bad returns
of pension funds over the last eight years. Not
a single one referred to the investment returns.
They said, ‘Yes, people are not saving enough.
People are cashing out their pension funds.
People are doing this. People are doing that.’
I believe that’s true but only up to a point.”
On the reasons for sweeping bad investment
returns under the rug
“Well, it reflects very badly on themselves and
on Regulation 28. Regulation 28 was changed
exactly 10 years ago and we have this current
formula. I think it was a major mistake. The
timing was wrong. Up to then, with most
retirement annuity funds, provident funds
and preservation funds, an individual had the
ability to choose his or her own risk profile,
which included going 100% offshore. That
was taken away 10 years ago. Now everybody
has to drive the same car, same colour; as
long as it’s black, you can have any car that
you like. The result is that in the last 10 years,
because of the strict regulation of the offshore
component, in particular – it started with
20% offshore and went up to 30% – it has
not been enough. Our stock market has not
produced enough growth for retirement. I
looked at a couple of pension funds in the

United States where you have freedom to
choose and there are countries like Austria,
Sweden, Finland, Norway where you have
100% freedom to choose what you like, what
you want to put in your pension fund. Well,
they’ve made inflation plus 10%, plus 12%,
plus 15%. South Africa, zero. In some cases,
minus the inflation rate. It’s a problem that
is being ignored from the financial services
industry, in my view, fairly deliberately.”
On the irrational pension fund amendments
“If you go back to 2010, in terms of historical
performances, South Africa just came through
a period of fantastic returns. The returns were
good between 2002 to 2008, phenomenally
so. It was all driven by the commodity
cycle and China and we had a massive bull
market. So the investment returns looking
backwards were very, very good. I can’t prove
there’s coercion between the Treasury and
big investment companies, but at some point
someone must blow the whistle and say, ‘Guys,
we need to talk about Regulation 28. We are
not delivering the goods.’”
Listen to the full interview
Retirement planning: Is Regulation 28
killing pension funds?

No more loadshedding for CT: Hill-Lewis explains

E

lections are traditionally the time
that politicians, some who are seldom
seen outside their big cars with tinted
windows, get outside to be seen as leaders
who are in tune with the electorate. In
other countries, kissing a couple of babies
and knocking on doors would do it but in
South Africa where the problems tend to
be more pressing, it takes more. The issue
of Afrikaans as an indigenous language has
even prompted President Cyril Ramaphosa
to speak Afrikaans to communities in the
Cape and, has led to many internet memes.
Finding issues the electorate feels passionate
about that are touching their lives every day
is usually a sure way of hitting the ball out
of the park. Currently, in South Africa, the
most pressing issues for a local government
election is Eskom and loadshedding. To say
that it is the Achilles’ heel of the ANC is an
understatement. It is more like a giant piñata
that opposition parties can shoot with a laser
gun with a blindfold. The DA’s young Cape
Town mayoral candidate has come up with a
humdinger – Geordin Hill-Lewis is running
on the promise of no more loadshedding for
Cape Town. He explained to Alec Hogg how
he would achieve it. – Linda van Tilburg
It’s easy to defeat loadshedding
“My first campaign that I fought in as a staff
member back then was on Helen [Zille]’s
campaign when she was running for mayor
of Cape Town in November 2005. We had our
very first loadshedding, although the term
wasn’t introduced until Alec Erwin infamously
described it as a bolt in the generator and
kaboom! That was really the first rolling
blackout that South Africa experienced. And

loadshedding. I’m absolutely committed to
this and I believe technologically it’s actually
imminently doable using renewable power
and battery and pumped storage.”

“It is all politics in South Africa and this is what I find so
outrageous. That you and I and millions of other South Africans
sit in darkness every evening because Minister Gwede Mantashe
refuses to speed up this reform process and introduce a truly
competitive and open energy market to allow cities to buy from
the lowest cost producer.”
that was November 2005. So, as you said, more
than 15 years ago. There’s a whole generation
of kids who have grown up without knowing
that we once didn’t have loadshedding. I find
it outrageous. I really do.
I think South Africa has lowered our standards.
Most people actually find this acceptable; not
so much acceptable, as part of their lives that
we have to put up with, even though it is

possible and I don’t think it is an exaggeration
to say this – to defeat loadshedding because
all the technology is already there. In fact, it
was there 15 years ago. We are way behind
the rest of the world on renewable energy.
Cape Town is one of the sunniest places and
one of the windiest places. Yet, here we sit
15 years and hundreds of billions of rands
in expenditure and bailouts later, still with

Cape Town, the only reliable place for power
in the country
“We’ve got this smallest opening in the door
for municipalities to start buying new power
independently. I think what Cape Town
is going to do, is move very quickly and
aggressively to kick open that door and start
buying power independently from Eskom.
Crucially, buying power on its own doesn’t
stop loadshedding but if we start buying
storage capacity from independent providers,
when you do have loadshedding, you have the
storage capacity to offset that loadshedding.
And that’s what Cape Town already does, using
the Steenbras Dam storage system. We really
have what is essentially the biggest battery in
the country and that helps us to offset stage
one loadshedding. This is why there is no
loadshedding in Cape Town when the rest
of the country is on stage one. Ideally what
we really want to do is expand our storage
capacity in-house by continuing to invest in
Steenbras and sourcing from independent
providers. We must expand our storage and
power capacity. I know that it is ambitious
but I’m absolutely committed to this, to make
ourselves free from loadshedding. Now that’s
going to take some very focused work over
the next few years. But if we do, as you said
at the beginning, what a boon that would be
for Cape Town’s economy as the only place in
the country with reliable electricity.”
Listen to the full interview
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BAT scandal is “like James Bond stuff”
T
he Bureau of Investigative Journalism
recently released the fifth episode
of its eight-episode Smoke Screen
Podcast series which looks into the British
American Tobacco (BAT) bribery scandal.
James Ball, the Bureau’s Global Editor, spoke
to BizNews founder Alec Hogg and shared
some insights into the investigation and
what to expect in the latest episode. Ball
refers to the bribery and “old-fashioned
espionage” as something akin to that of a
James Bond film. He speaks on the UK’s
Serious Fraud Office’s investigation into
BAT and how more could have been done
to expose the cigarette manufacturer’s
wrongdoings. BAT maintains that their
actions were above board and that it “was all
about preventing illicit tobacco smuggling”.
The National Council Against Smoking is
reportedly pushing for the Directorate for
Priority Crime Investigation (Hawks) and
the Special Investigating Unit to investigate
BATSA’s alleged bribing of the late former
Zimbabwean president Robert Mugabe. –
Misha Samuels

On what the reaction to the Smoke Screen
Podcast has been like
“I mean, it’s been interesting internationally,
especially in Britain, because quite a lot of the
spying activity and all the things that were

planned or ordered out of the UK. BAT is,
of course, headquartered here, and the story
[is] just not nearly as well known outside of
South Africa as it is here. We’ve really kind of
seen some surprise from people and almost
some incredulity, kind of [like], ‘Hey, how
come they were doing this for so long? How
come nobody said anything? How come it was
allowed to happen?’ And so, we’re starting to
see some interesting political reaction here
and this calls on the UK Serious Fraud Office
among others to perhaps reopen inquiries
into what happened, as really there has not
been very much action against some very,
very questionable behaviour.”

On past investigations into BAT
“The Serious Fraud Office had an investigation
into it, and essentially they didn’t acquit British
American Tobacco. But they said there wasn’t
enough evidence that they could be confident
of a conviction, which is quite a high bar to set
yourself – especially when several of the key
people that we spoke to in the podcast, people
who talk on the record on the podcast, will
freely say that they would happily talk to the
Serious Fraud Office. They would give them
documents, they would sort of back things up
and the SFO never approached them.
And so, you know, one way to make sure there
won’t be enough evidence is not to look for
it. Now, I don’t think there’s some deliberate
sort of corruption or anything like that, but
they’re a really underfunded little body. And
so, you know, they just don’t seem to have the
resources to even look into it as much as we
could as journalists. We don’t have warrants.
We can’t force people to produce anything.
So, if we’re able to find more than they are,
something’s gone a bit wrong.”
On the response from BAT
“I mean, they have denied all wrongdoing.
You know, we have had some very long
letters from them explaining how everything
they’ve done is fine. But actually – [and] we
sort of tackle this quite a lot in this week’s

episode – they always insist that any efforts
they were doing in terms of surveillance or
recruiting there – this network of spies that
they recruited – was all about preventing illicit
tobacco smuggling [and] that they were on the
side of the angels. The question is, quite a lot
of the activities that they seem to commission
just don’t seem to have anything to do with
stopping smuggling.
You know, one of the things that we have
someone in this episode discuss is that they
essentially offered someone money to give her
[an] internal document from one of BAT’s
rivals. Now, that just looks like old-school
corporate espionage. I don’t know how at
all you can justify that as an anti-smuggling
operation. It also gets very legally difficult
for them with those sorts of requests, and so,
you know, it seems quite hard to take on face
value that this was all about smuggling. And
we’ve sort of asked them to set out: ‘Where are
all the smuggling convictions that you got?
Where are the smuggling operations that you
broke up?’ And they don’t seem to be able to
do that either. And so it’s sort of quite telling if
they’ve managed to set up this huge network
of spies on the grounds that they’re helping
law enforcement, and it’s actually something
else entirely.”
Listen to the full interview
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Why must the failed e-tolls system stay?
A
s the municipal elections in South
Africa draw closer, e-tolls are back
on the agenda. OUTA CEO and
founder Wayne Duvenage has been the
chief protagonist against e-tolls since before
their inception. He joins BizNews founder
Alec Hogg to discuss the issue of scrapping
e-tolls for good. According to Duvenage,
despite growing evidence of failure, as well
as OUTA’s attempts to suggest alternatives
and solutions, the government seems
hesitant to make a decision. “There’s nothing
preventing them. They can reverse the law.
They can switch off the system tomorrow.
They can put it to other use, by the way, use it
for average speed over distance monitoring,
traffic fines, looking for stolen vehicles, law
enforcement. There are other uses for those
gantries, but as far as e-tolling goes, it’s just
a no-brainer.” – Claire Badenhorst
On why e-tolls are a difficult issue to resolve
“Yeah, it’s very strange. You must remember
that initially the provincial government
supported this decision. Nomvula Mokonyane
was the premier at the time and the ruling
party through [to] national government –
everybody was on board with this plan, this
idea that was sold to them by SANRAL that it
was workable. All our research said otherwise.
We tried to stop this in court, [it] became
very messy and technical and so we had to
challenge this in a number of ways. The one
way is to say, well, there’s a collateral challenge
opportunity and we’re going to defend the
public if they are ever summonsed with e-tolls,
which is what we set out to do. Government
abandoned this test case, the massive amount
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of cases that they were trying to summon,
and ever since then, they’ve been unable to
enforce their own laws on the e-toll matter.
They cannot blacklist you. They cannot
withhold your licenses. They cannot
criminalise you. They cannot force you to
pay. So they have a law that they can’t even
manage, and the compliance rates have been,
for a user pays scheme, sitting at below 15%,
now we estimate even closer to probably 12%
of people paying for a user pays scheme, well,
that’s collapsed. So the question you ask is why
are they taking so long to make this decision?
And that’s the question we’re asking of them
because we’ve provided them with alternatives,
with the solutions, which, by the way, they’re
already applying. They’re getting the money
from Treasury, which is where the money
should have come from right in the beginning.
And yet they still continue to kick this can
down the road.

The provincial government has now turned
its back on e-tolls as David Makhura came
into power in 2014, and the scheme has now
proved fruitless. It’s just a waste of time. It’s
barely covering the administration costs. So
we cannot understand why they can’t make a
very simple decision and reverse the original
plan and fund these roads because we have to
fund them through treasury receipts. The fuel
levy feeds into that by the way. Had they done
what we suggested many years ago, they would
have already paid for the bonds 10 cents up in
the fuel levy, and they’ve already increased the
fuel levy by over R3 since then, so they’ve got
the money. They’ve got the ability, these are
government-backed bonds – they can finance
them through government. It’s minuscule in
the greater scheme of things – it’s far smaller
than the way Eskom and other entities are.
It beats us other than maybe, maybe some
entities, maybe some service providers who

are providing services to [the] electronic toll
company are enjoying some of this revenue.
On what could be stopping the government
“It’s a good question and some people have
put it to us, ‘but, you know, to cancel the
contracts is too expensive’, but that doesn’t
fly because the ETC contract has expired. They
expired two and a half years ago. So there’s no
contractual obligation, there’s no penalties,
there’s no fees, etc.”
Listen to the full interview

Coal-powered Komati to rise from its ashes
I
t might be too early for the alternative
energy activists – and level-headed
business folk come to that – to begin
dancing in the streets. Yet it seems 2022
is going to be the Year of (slowly) Reenergising – if what President Cyril
Ramaphosa promises comes to fruition. He
says the 55-year-old Komati power plant will
shut down next year to enable conversion
to generate energy from renewable sources
– probably solar – as part of SA’s first
tentative step to catch up with the world’s
fast-changing economy. The pilot project
will mitigate, but probably not avoid, almost
certain punitive trading measures trundling
down the tracks against carbon-intensive
energy producing countries. Komati’s first
coal-powered generator went into service
at the end of 1961, and the last machine
was commissioned early in 1966 – at a cost
of just over R80,000,000, of which about
80% was spent in South Africa. SA aims
for net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.
Article republished with permission of
MyBroadband. – Chris Bateman

By Myles Illidge
President Cyril Ramaphosa has officially
announced that Eskom would convert its
Komati power plant to generate energy from
renewable sources.

An electrical substation near cooling towers at the Komati coal-fired power station,
operated by Eskom Holdings SOC Ltd., in Mpumalanga, South Africa.
“Eskom will be undertaking a pilot project
at its Komati power station, which is due to
shut down its last coal-fired unit next year, to
produce power through renewable energy,”
Ramaphosa said in his newsletter to South
Africans on Monday.
Reuters reported in July that the site of the
Komati power plant could be used as a solarenergy farm.

Ramaphosa said that the Komati project
would be a good example of how South Africa
can move away from coal dependency.
He also discussed the potential economic
risks the country could face if it fails to achieve
this goal.
“South Africa’s trading partners are likely to
increase restrictions on the import of goods
produced using carbon-intensive energy

and we are likely to face trade barriers to the
products that we export,” the President said.
“We will also pursue ‘green’ industrialisation,
such as manufacturing using green technology
and a shift to the production of electric
vehicles.”
Emphasising the risks of climate change, the
President also outlined government’s plans
to move towards net-zero carbon emissions
by 2050.
South Africa’s electricity sector contributes
41% of South Africa’s greenhouse gas
emissions and will be the first phase of the
transition.
“It will be the quickest industry to decarbonise
and will have a beneficial impact across the
economy,” he said.
Eskom said it would need R149bn to shut
down most of its coal-fired plants by 2050.
André de Ruyter, CEO at Eskom, created a
funding plan involving a multi-lender loan
facility from development finance institutions
that would be paid out in segments over
several years to obtain the required funds.
The power utility’s head of Just Energy
Transition, Mandy Rambharos, indicated that
the decommissioned power plants might be
re-purposed, and the sites used to produce
power from renewable energy or natural gas.
Read the original article here
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Kokkie Kooyman ranks SA’s top six banks
S
outh Africa’s globally-rated financial
services analyst Kokkie Kooyman of
Denker Capital joins BizNews founder
Alec Hogg to run through the relative value
offered by the country’s top six banks.
While share prices for Absa and Standard
Bank remain lower than before Covid-19
struck, Capitec and FirstRand seem to
have weathered the storm relatively well.
Kooyman explains how, at the current
share prices, there are two banks that
present outstanding buying opportunities
for investors following the long-overdue
trend of switching from growth to value
stocks. – Claire Badenhorst

Kokkie Kooyman on Denker Capital signing
up with Janus Henderson
“It is indeed quite a big step for us, and they
actually were looking to set up shop here in
South Africa to distribute their products,
and they got in contact with us to see if we
could help them find somebody. And as we
started talking, we said, but why don’t you
do it with us? And they really liked that and

products which they want to launch and are
going to start with is a sustainable growth
fund, which is very much the way the world
is going, a property fund, which is obviously
very interesting (this is European property),
and then a tech fund. So, you know, three
topical funds that we ourselves don’t offer. So
for our marketing team, this is quite good.
They’ve got a wider range to distribute and
obviously, they can bring the name of Janus
Henderson to our clients as well.”

they did quite a bit of homework, obviously,
as well. For us to work with an organisation
like that or that size – $430bn in assets and
350 investment professionals across the world
– it’s big.
But what they really liked is through us
they can get someone on the ground who’s
working for them, who can put their products
on the platforms, get the regulatory approvals.
And in terms of for us, it helps because the

BizNews Power Hour
with Alec Hogg
The BizNews Power Hour, hosted by Alec Hogg, airs weeknights at 5:30pm on
Cape Town’s Fine Music Radio (101.3FM) and in Johannesburg at 7pm on ChaiFM
(101.9FM). You can also catch it on www.biznewsradio.com.

BizNews
Power
Hour

BizNews
Power
Hour

In South Africa, the most pressing issue for a local government election
is Eskom and loadshedding. To say that it is the Achilles heel of the ANC
is an understatement. The DA’s young Cape Town mayoral candidate
has come up with a humdinger – Geordin Hill-Lewis is running on the
promise of no more loadshedding for Cape Town. He explained to Alec
Hogg how he would achieve it.

Airline veteran Simon Newton-Smith opens up to BizNews editor Alec
Hogg in this fascinating interview on why newly relaunched SAA is
unlikely to even need taxpayer funding again. The airline’s new Chief
Commercial Officer returned to SAA in August after a successful career
at global majors, including a long spell with Virgin Atlantic. Apart
from being trimmed down, Newton-Smith explains how a modernised
approach to managing the airline is already starting to pay off.

On Absa’s share price still not being back to
pre-Covid levels
“There’s a lot behind that. So you’re quite
right and it’s interesting. The banks so far
haven’t surpassed their 2019 earnings –
Capitec is the only one that has – because a
couple of things happened. Obviously, firstly,
Covid-19 really hit volumes and the banks
throughout the world increased provisions
for potential bad debts. [In] South Africa, a
couple of things happened at the same time.
Covid-19 hit the country badly in that sense
that, you know, we were a fairly indebted

country in terms of our government debt to
GDP. Some of the responses were good. Some
of the responses weren’t good. But through
Covid-19, the growth prospects for the South
African economy have actually diminished.
And then obviously, you had the KwaZuluNatal riots, which actually further did damage
to South Africa.
So the banks, in terms of the return on capital,
are still below where they were in 2019. For
instance, I mean, Absa was on a return on
capital of 16-17% in 2019 and 2018. It fell
to as low as a 6% ROE in 2020, but this year
we forecast it to have a 14% ROE, so still not
where it was. So the valuations are still not
where they were. Going forward, a lot is going
to depend on what government does. If it does
start participating with the private sector, if it
does start making the right decisions… but
with the lower growth and the high risk of
bad debts, the banks are remaining cheaper
than they were before Covid-19.”
Listen to the full interview

Click here to catch the live stream of the BizNews
Power Hour, weekdays from 5:30 - 6:30pm.
Walter Aylett shares his views on
Johann Rupert’s Reinet

There’s no reason why they can’t
scrap e-tolls – Wayne Duvenage

BizNews
Power
Hour

In this podcast, Steven Nathan pays tribute to the late Allan Greenblo,
a rare independent voice in South Africa’s retirement industry. He also
explains the other side to SA Treasury’s intervention, which will mean
construction companies may only use (more expensive) domestically
produced cement on all government-related projects.

BizNews
Power
Hour

Deputy chair of Sasfin Securities David Shapiro states that predicting
the volatility in the rand dollar price is notoriously difficult which
he does not factor into his investment thesis. He also talks about the
different risks being faced by markets with specific focus on inflation
and the uncertainty it’s causing investors.

BizNews
Power
Hour

One of the doyens of South African journalism, Allan Greenblo, passed
away after falling critically ill on Sunday. Greenblo co-founded Finance
Week in 1978, edited it from 1982 to 1995 and then became managing
director of BDFM. In 2005, Greenblo started Today’s Trustee, a quarterly
magazine tightly niched to serve the principal officers and trustees of
South African retirement funds.
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he Western Cape’s first stock exchange in over a century opened for business on 30
September when Eugene Booysen, CEO of the Cape Town Stock Exchange, rang the
opening bell. Members of the BizNews team attended the launch. Here’s an inside
look at the event with exclusive snippets of interviews with the CEO and Chairman JJ Njeke.
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he Bureau of Investigative Journalism (TBIJ) recently released the fifth episode of
its eight-episode Smoke Screen Podcast series which looks into the British American
Tobacco (BAT) bribery scandal. James Ball, the Bureau’s Global Editor, spoke to
BizNews founder Alec Hogg and shared some insights into the investigation and what
to expect in the latest episode.

eputy chair of Sasfin Securities David Shapiro leads the week’s investment insights
talking on a number of topical market-related issues. Furthermore, the delisting
trend on the JSE is set to continue as two small-caps, Alaris and CSG Holdings,
have announced that they are looking to depart the local bourse.

ronwyn Nielsen and Andre Cilliers of TreasuryONE discuss the local unit’s
movements. Cilliers says that the central bank’s continuous reluctance to increase
interest rates in the name of growth is misinformed. He also mentions possible
risks to the rand, including any negative news out of China or an announcement by the
Federal Reserve on tapering and interest rate movements.

Visit BizNews TV for the latest videos

ANC/DA in full campaign mode

How the DA plans to end load shedding in CT

Investment Insights with Steven Nathan

SAA rising from the ashes - Simon Newton-Smith

Wine Cellar’s James Pietersen talks Chenin Blanc

NUMSA strike could worsen unemployment
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The lengths Duduzile is prepared to journey
H
ow would Duduzile Zuma fare in
a crazy First World context like
the UK or USA? Just splendidly,
says Simon Lincoln Reader, going on to
handsomely illustrate Hunter S Thompson’s
dictum that, “when the going gets weird, the
weird get going”. SA’s not so unusual in that
the fashionably woke Dudu would be an
exotic fish out of water in a different context.
It’s comforting for us to be reminded that
the world is rich in characters who render
truth stranger than fiction, many of them
hilarious for going on the attack when under
siege. Like our modern-day Eschel Rhoodie,
aka Jimmy Manyi, sticking it to the media by
saying he’d take R20m if the Guptas offered it
to him. Another Gupta ‘tjom’, Dudu’s father,
is painted as a simple country boy (albeit
with the mind of a jackal) and a posterboy for the old-fashioned traditional Zulu
male. But she loves him enough to distract
ordinary people from their economic woes.
A fun read for all but the woke and newly
rich. – Chris Bateman

Duduzile Zuma. Photographer: Phill
Magakoe/AFP/Getty Images
Jacob Zuma’s daughter, Duduzile, he moved to
shut down a question from a journalist seeking
to examine her role in instigating July’s riots.
Duduzile, who identifies as a feminist, did
not reprimand Jimmy for what was obvious
mansplaining. Odd no?
It is October and not a single of the 12
“masterminds” arrested for instigating the
riots has been charged with treason. Six
are out on bail for ZAR5k – all of which
ridicules the demands sounded at the time
for Duduzile’s arrest: with that creep Jack
Dorsey on her side, in exactly the way that

By Simon Lincoln Reader
I’ve seen that naughty little cattle rustler
Jimmy Manyi humiliated too many times over
the last decade to take him seriously, but he
was on form similar to the old SABC Hlaudi at
that press conference on Friday. Seated next to

he had previously sided with Hunter Biden,
what were the chances?
Many people are scared at the lengths
Duduzile is prepared to journey in defense of
her father – many believe that her expressions
did in fact provoke mayhem in July. But the
spectacle of her appearance here – and what
she generally says – prompts consideration
of what she would look like were her profile
transported into American or British politics.
Would she be at the coalface of woke ideology
in mainstream politics, in the Democrat’s
“squad” of pretend radicals or on the lunatic
wing of UK’s Labour? Most likely. Would
she have a verified Twitter account with
her pronouns in the bio and/or a profile pic
of herself wearing a mask? Oh yes / quite
possibly. Would she whine like that Facebook
Karen Frances Haugen or laugh for the TV
like that professional wine mom Kamala
Harris? Absolutely. Would she attend a gala,
at US$35k a plate, wearing a dress that featured
the words, “TAX THE RICH”? You bet.
In London, I imagine Duduzile would buddyup to Claudia Webbe, an unhinged Corbynista
currently in court for threatening to throw
acid in someone’s face. The Guardian, BBC,
HuffPost and all the other misinformation
chronicles and biased agitprop would hustle
for exclusives. In Washington, she’d be feted
by Vogue and Vanity Fair; the fake audiences
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of Colbert, Noah, Oliver, Corden et al would
fake laugh as she appeared alongside all those
crap wankers. And bugger calls for her arrest –
there she could find well herself the beneficiary
of Open Society political donations. In both
countries she’d tap effortlessly into a rich
vein of fashionable, anti-white rhetoric, but
would probably be surprised to find that
the majority of anti-white sentiment comes
from…educated middle-class whites.
But there is a contradiction in her logic that
overwhelms the possibility – or tragedy – that
she may be living in the wrong country: she is
using profoundly woke logic to defend one of
the world’s most unwoke individuals.
Jacob Zuma doesn’t fancy science much (“I
had a shower afterwards” and “The ANC will
reign until the return of Christ”). He calls adult
women “ntombazana” (young girl). The only
time he ever sounded remotely fashionable
was at the speech he made shortly after
hoofing Nhlanhla Nene – which he totally
fisted. At times when he stumbled painfully
over prepared notes on the subject of climate
change at the UN, you could almost hear his
thoughts: “damn that attractive young lady I
saw sweeping near the departures terminal
at OR Tambo when I left yesterday. What is
this bloody carnet thing?”
Click here for the full article
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Why car prices are going through the roof
By Jarryd Neves, Motoring correspondent

H

ave you been on AutoTrader lately?
If not, you may be surprised to
find that South Africa’s already
stratospheric car prices are even higher. This
phenomenon isn’t exclusive to SA, though.
Across the world, car prices have soared
due to a shortage of semiconductor chips.
A result of the ongoing Covid-19 crisis,
the shortage of these chips – as The Wall
Street Journal reports – is due to a surge of
Covid-19 cases in Southeast Asia (including
Malaysia) where the chips are sent for both
testing and packaging. The scarcity of these
semiconductor chips has driven some
automakers to slow – or in some cases, halt
– production of their vehicles.
Skoda, a Czech brand owned by the VW
Group, recently announced that it may have
to halt production from mid-October until
the end of the year, so severe is the shortage.
Even bigger brands, such as Toyota, have had
to cut their production by 40%. Of course, the
crisis has spiralled all the way down to the end
of the supply chain – the consumer’s wallet.
As stock runs out, car dealerships are
becoming desperate. In the past year or so,
used car values have increased dramatically

as consumers turn to the second-hand market
for their next set of wheels. One sales executive
at an unnamed premium car dealership told
BizNews that “quite simply, the car industry
is running out of cars to sell”.
“All we can do now is place back orders for
new cars, as we cannot get stock.”
But while dealerships and consumers suffer,
it seems the carmakers are actually benefitting
from the chip shortage.
Speaking to the Financial Times, MercedesBenz CFO Harald Wilhelm said the luxury
carmaker plans on keeping car prices inflated.
Wilhelm said that the company will continue
to undersupply the market as it pivots toward
a focus on top-end vehicles which have far
higher profit margins.
Rival BMW has echoed similar sentiments,
with the Munich-based brand saying it has
seen a notable improvement in pricing power
over the last two years.
As new car prices soar – and stock continues
contracting – used car demand and pricing
has gone crazy.
A salesperson told me of a buyer who,
when trading in his used car, was offered
more than the balance owing on his vehicle
finance: “Trade-in customers are benefitting
because trade value is now staying high. One
customer traded in a two-year-old vehicle he

A C-class automobile in a Mercedes-Benz AG dealership in Berlin, Germany.
Photographer: Liesa Johannssen-Koppitz/Bloomberg
owed R430,000 on for R440,000.”
According to multinational investment
bank JPMorgan, the secondhand car market
is stronger than ever before. Its data shows
used vehicles sold for 40% more in June this
year compared with pre-Covid.
But while the semiconductor chip shortage
may be good for Mercedes-Benz and BMW

profit margins, others worry that the crisis
may stall the much-needed global economic
recovery post Covid-19. Bloomberg reports
that the wait time between ordering chips and
taking delivery has increased to 21.7 weeks.
Kia Pegas 1.4 EX – Big car refinement,
small car price tag

Demand for bulletproof vehicles in SA rises
By Jarryd Neves, Motoring correspondent

S

outh Africa is not only one of the
most dangerous countries in the
world (in terms of murder) but is also
considered to be the hijacking capital. On
a daily basis, CCTV footage circulates on
social media, showing myriad hijacking
attempts on innocent citizens. While some
quick-thinking individuals are able to save
their cars – and more importantly, their lives
– others are not so lucky.

According to StatsSA, a staggering 99,000
hijackings (estimated) took place during the
2019/2020 period. Vehicle theft was estimated
at 88,000, with a good chunk (45,000) in the
Gauteng province. Some criminals are not
content with just taking the vehicle – but the
driver’s life, too.
So, what to do?
Previously reserved for celebrities, VIPs
and politicians, bulletproof transport has
become increasingly popular with people
fed up with SA’s high crime rate. Armoured
cars are becoming more popular with South

Africans who want to feel safer, especially with
the rampant crime rates that rock the country.
“Once you’re used to an armoured vehicle,
you feel naked in a vehicle that isn’t,” said SVI
Engineering’s Business development manager
Nicol Louw.
Louw told BizNews about the demand
for bulletproof vehicles in South Africa,
particularly for businesses – but for private
citizens too. “If you need to drive your kids
around, you want to be safe. Once you’re
used to the safety [of an armoured vehicle]
it feels weird to drive in a vehicle without
that protection.”

B6 protection – which can sustain gunfire
from an AK-47, for example – uses 38mm
thick glass and steel armour plating
Pretoria-based SVI specialises in the
armouring and building of vehicles. While
most contracts are for business owners, Louw
remarked that a few private individuals have
opted for this enhanced protection. “People go
through traumatic experiences like hijackings
[and] decide they need an armoured vehicle.
Sometimes we sell one right there and then.”
Interestingly, the unprecedented riots that

gripped KZN and parts of Gauteng spurred
myriad people into action, with a “definite
spike” in demand being recorded, he said. “We
are building quite a few vehicles for KwaZuluNatal clients.”
Most popular are the double-cab bakkies.
Already built to carry heavier loads, they
are also more cost-effective to armour. With
B4 armouring – protection from handguns
– it adds 280kg to the vehicle’s mass, with
additions such as 21mm glass and Kevlar
protection. For those wanting more, B6
protection – which can sustain gunfire from
an AK-47, for example – uses 38mm thick
glass and steel armour plating. “B4 is R432,000
while B6 costs R655,000, excluding VAT.”

Discreet protection (such as B4 or B6)
doesn’t alter the vehicle design – or add
much extra weight
He notes that B6 is the highest level of
protection available to a civilian without a
special permit.
Theoretically, any car can receive B4
armouring – but popular vehicles include
Toyota Fortuners, Land Cruisers and luxury
sedans. “A lot of businesspeople that work with

cash need to run it from their businesses to
the bank – and do so safely. We do plenty of
discreet SUVs at B6 level, as they blend into
the traffic. You can [transport] your family in
it – and millions of rands to the bank, with
no issue.”
Electric vehicles in SA: What’s currently
available – and what’s coming.
Since the beginning of this year, South
African consumers have been able to walk
into a Ford dealership and order an armoured
Ranger bakkie, underscoring how mainstream
this once niche sector is becoming. “Since
partnering with Ford, we’ve sold over 50
vehicles through dealerships.”
You cannot send anything valuable without
protection.
But it seems that while private individuals
are starting to see the benefits of bulletproof
transport, the business sector remains the
biggest customer of armoured vehicles.
“The mining sector is massive – as are the
security companies.” While cash-in-transit
heists remain a serious problem in South
Africa, Louw notes that criminals are no
longer content with just targeting for money.
“If you’ve got valuables that you need to
transport, you can’t send it out on the road
without having guards [following closely].
That goes for cigarettes, cell phones – we
even hear that Takealot vehicles are taking
hits at the moment.”
Alternative investments: Classic cars –
what to buy and look out for
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Fuel stations save costs through solar PV
Brought to you by SolarSaver

W

hile it’s tough for a business
like a fuel service station to
go completely off-grid, solar
photovoltaic (PV) installations are making a
large dent in electricity bills for many across
the country and helping these businesses to
reduce their carbon footprint, according
to Tim Frankish, Managing Director of
SolarSaver, an international solar energy
company backed by the Pembani-Remgro
Infrastructure Fund (PRIF).
“Service stations have ideal roof space,
usually in full sun in open spaces, for solar
PV solutions which can supplement the power
for services such as retail stores which are
increasingly becoming part of their service,”
says Frankish. “We have completed a number
of service stations and we have found that
we can considerably cut electricity costs. An
entire site’s daytime energy needs can be met
by the new solar PV installation — including
LED lighting, fuel pumps, compressors,
refrigeration, food preparation, retail and
IT infrastructure.
With electricity costs up by 350% over the last
decade and the grid under enormous pressure,
leading retail fuel groups are grabbing the
opportunity to both save costs and go green.
Engen Petroleum has implemented solar PV

energy production systems at various sites as
part of its commitment to sustainable energy
sources. Joe Mahlo, Engen’s General Manager
of Sales & Marketing says “We believe that,
it is our duty to reduce our carbon footprint.
With the largest network of service stations in
the country, we see it as a good opportunity
to further reduce our GHG emissions”.
Mahlo says the effective drop in energy
consumption on a typical Engen site with
the new solar PV system installed is about
80 000 kW/hours per year, even taking into
account varying annual weather conditions.
“The idea is to use solar energy during the
day and revert to the national grid at night
and during inclement weather conditions.
This allows us the ability to save energy and
to take pressure off the grid,” Mahlo explains.
SolarSaver has implemented Engen
installations at 4 pilot sites to date, with
a further 46 installations commencing
countrywide in October 2021.

Frankish sees great potential in the fuel
retail and other retail sectors which are often
structured as franchises. “If we can show
great results on site supporting a group’s
vision, franchisees across the country can be
encouraged to adopt it.” And it’s not a hard sell
– SolarSaver offers solar photovoltaic solutions
on a rent-to-own basis through a proprietary
zero-capital financing model, eliminating the
need for an upfront capital investment on the
part of franchisees. Customised systems are
designed and installed free-of-charge, and
clients then only pay for the greener power that
is produced at significantly cheaper rates than
the cost of grid power. SolarSaver also remains
responsible for all ongoing monitoring,
maintenance and insurance. “We’re able
to build smaller systems economically and
manage and maintain them in widespread
geographic locations. Our offering is a ‘capexfree, hassle-free’ way to take advantage of solar
power,” says Frankish.
The concept has proven extremely popular
and SolarSaver now manages the largest
fleet of self-financed rooftop installations in
Southern Africa. While initial solutions focus
on daytime power generation through gridtied solar, SolarSaver is already starting to
update existing systems to include batteries as
that technology becomes more cost-effective.
Solar technology is rapidly evolving and
decreasing in cost. Solar panel prices have

decreased by 80% since 2008 and the lithium
ion batteries used in solar applications have
already halved in cost over the last two years.
“Our long-term goal is to provide our clients
with 24-hour power solutions through fullyfinanced, customised solar-battery systems,”
says Frankish. “In the interim, our clients get to
benefit from cheaper daytime electricity costs,
without the expense or hassle of purchasing
and managing the systems themselves.”
Grid-tied solar installations at fuel stations
like Engen can allow the energy generated on
site to be remotely managed and, if needed,
reallocated elsewhere by feeding excess
energy back into the Eskom grid where this
is permitted. Excess energy from grid-tied
solar PV solutions can also be redirected to
charge on-site batteries, allowing the daytime
energy to be stored and used to power LED
lighting or other systems at night.
Frankish says the benefits of switching to
solar can be further maximised if a business
has already implemented other energysaving initiatives. Engen, for example, is
implementing environmental initiatives
including solar geysers, solar heat pumps
and whole site conversion to LED lighting.
“Overall, this is a powerful way to support
the National Business Initiative (NBI) of
South Africa to implement Private Sector
Energy Efficiency (PSEE) projects,” Frankish
concludes.
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Outlook: Is stagflation a looming threat?
Content by Overberg Asset Management

T

he surge in equity markets paused for
breath in the third quarter (Q3) as
the Covid Delta variant delayed the
full reopening of economies, especially in
the Far East where supply chains continued
to be disrupted. The world economy is
past its point of peak growth, prompting
investors to readjust their outlook.
While growth slowed, inflation continued to
accelerate, the classic stagflation combination.
The world has begun removing stimulus.
Central banks around the world, including
the Federal Reserve have signalled a pullback
in pandemic-era monetary stimulus. The
same goes for fiscal stimulus. US Covid
relief programmes expired in September and
furlough schemes across Europe and the UK
have ended. The S&P 500 index dropped 4.8%
in September, its worst month since March
2020, compressing its Q3 return to just 0.23%.
The index still gained by 14.68% year-to-date
(YTD), making it the world’s best-performing
major market. Purchasing managers’ index
(PMI) surveys have rolled over. In some
regions, PMIs signal a contraction in activity,
especially in the Far East due to slower
vaccination programmes and strict “zero
tolerance” lockdowns. In the US, the IHS
Markit composite PMI, measuring activity
across both manufacturing and service sectors,
sank to its lowest since September 2020. The
Delta variant was blamed and its effect on both
demand and supply. In addition, government’s
$300 per month enhanced unemployment
benefit programme came to an end in the
first week of September.

Nick Downing is the CEO & CIO of
Overberg Asset Management
In its latest quarterly report, the OECD
reduced its global growth forecast for 2021
from 5.8% to 5.7%. It’s forecast for US growth
dropped from 6.9% to 6.0%. The key message,
however, is that the Delta variant is only
expected to delay business and consumer
expenditure, not cancel it out altogether.
In fact, the OECD raised its 2022 growth
forecasts for the US from 3.6% to 3.9%, and
for world growth from 4.4% to 4.5%. The
stagflation threat also appears to dissipate,
with the average inflation rate among G20
countries dropping from a year-on-year rate
of 4.5% in Q4 to 3.5% by the end of 2022.
Similarly, US inflation is projected to ease
from 3.6% to 2.9% between 2021 and 2022. If
anything, the growth projections are perhaps
too conservative. There are several reasons
to expect growth to exceed the OECD’s
projections.
Fiscal stimulus will be cut back but by no

means disappear. China, Japan and Europe
are expected to increase stimulus. In the US,
President Biden’s Infrastructure and Build
Back Better bills are expected to be passed
by Congress before year-end, although
watered down versions. Moreover, the expired
furlough schemes and fiscal relief measures
will continue to be felt for months if not years
to come, as a large part of those fiscal transfers
were saved rather than spent. As well as the
massive pool of excess savings, estimated at
over $2 trillion in the US, households have
healthy balance sheets, with ample capacity
for credit growth. Despite the recent loss in
growth momentum, companies are ebullient,
heralding strong investment and employment
growth. The global Manpower Employment
Survey has surged to unprecedented heights,
while capex spending intentions are at their
highest since the early 1980s, indicating
considerable optimism over future profit
growth. The recovery in global corporate
earnings has been tremendous: 12-month
forward estimates increased in August for
a 14th straight month and are already 15%
above immediate pre-pandemic levels. The
pace will moderate in the coming year but
stick to its upward trajectory, in the likely
base case scenario that the world economy
continues to grow amid strong consumer and
business spending. High-yielding corporate
bonds trade at historically narrow spreads,
confirming the positive corporate outlook.
As always risks abound but the known ones
are unlikely to lead to a systemic risk event. It
is widely accepted that the China Evergrande
Group will default on its $300 billion debt
obligations, but the fallout will not come close
to the collapse of Lehman Brothers, which

sparked the 2008/09 Global Financial Crisis.
Rating agency S&P Global believes authorities
will seek an “orderly debt restructuring that
maximises the value of its substantial assets”. In
some regions, local governments have already
assumed control of Evergrande’s sales revenue
to protect homebuyers’ interests and enable
the continuation of construction projects.
Beijing, which has the necessary resources,
will seek to protect the tens of thousands of
home buyers and the household investors in
Evergrande’s wealth management products.
While the government is intent on gradually
letting air out of the real estate bubble, it will be
anxious to avoid systemic risk. A “controlled
explosion” is the most likely scenario.
Central bank policy is also a key risk. The
Federal Reserve will begin to reduce its asset
purchase programme at the next policy
meeting on 2-3rd November, reducing bond
purchases to zero by mid-2022 after which
it will start to increase the benchmark fed
funds rate from its zero bound in gradual
25 basis point increments. The most likely
start date for rate hikes is 2023 and even then,
monetary policy will remain extraordinarily
accommodative. According to the Fed’s “dot
plot” of policy members’ rate projections,
the terminal fed funds rate settles at 1.8%
in 2024. This is hardly restrictive. Given the
Fed’s 2% Flexible Average Inflation Target,
it suggests a negative interest rate. Central
banks around the world will remove their
policy stimulus at a glacial pace. They are
purposefully targeting higher inflation. With
rising government indebtedness, they fear
deflation rather than inflation.
Read the full article here

On the Money: Living within your means
Budding stock market investor and BizNews journalist Jarryd Neves sends out
an invitation to anyone who wants to ask questions about share investing – but
is too embarrassed to ask. Write to jarryd@biznews.com and tune in for his
regular Monday column: On the Money.

By Jarryd Neves

W

hether you realise it or not, your
personal finances play a big role
in your mental and physical
health. I’m not approaching this from the
angle of money buying happiness, but rather
the stress and anxiety that accompanies poor

money management and financial decisions.
Living within your means seems like a rather
easy thing to do, but you’d be surprised at how
easy it is to spend more than you make. Quite
simply, the phrase refers to spending less or
the same as you make. This isn’t as easy as it
sounds, though – at least for some people.
It doesn’t help that overspending has been
made so easy. Credit cards – and how readily
available they are – overdrafts and micro
loans essentially mean that money is readily
available for those that need (or want) it at a
moment’s notice. While swiping that credit
card may be gratifying, this reckless spending
does eventually catch up to you.
Don’t think that you need to make debt
in order to ‘live about your means’, either.
A part of having a healthy financial life is
saving, investing and having an emergency
fund. Blowing through that to fund a lavish
lifestyle is, in essence, robbing your future
self of stability. If you have an issue with
overspending (or financing a lifestyle you
simply cannot afford), here are some tips to

avoid it and get your personal finance back
on track.
It’s important to know how much you make.
Yes, you’re aware of how much money is
deposited into your account at the end of
the month – but what about your expenses?
Knowing what you have left to spend – after
you’ve paid your bills and made essential
purchases – is key. Spending what you earn is
futile if you haven’t calculated living expenses.
A part of preventing overspend is to budget.
I’ve touched on budgeting quite extensively
over the past few weeks – so I won’t go into
too much detail now – but it’s essential that
you create a budget. It didn’t work for you?
Continue to tweak and alter it. Make sure
that you have your rent, car payment and
utilities paid first. If there’s anything left over,
use that to save and/or invest. The rest can
be your ‘fun’ money – i.e, cash that you can
spend guilt-free. Some people subscribe to the
50/30/20 principle. This budget allocates 50%
of your income to things like a bond, rent and
groceries. 30% is allocated to spending and
fun and the last 20% to debt and investing.
This, however, is not ideal for people with
higher debt levels.
Also easier said than done, but try and boost
your monthly (or weekly income). Even if it

means taking on a second job or side hustle,
bringing in extra cash will give you more to
spend – without relying on credit cards or
loans. What’s more, with your time being
occupied with supplementary work, you’d
be less inclined to go out and spend money.
Understand why you’re overspending – is
it a lack of self-control, poor budgeting, or a
matter of being perceived as wealthier than
you actually are? Budgeting can be rectified,
over time. If you’re struggling to stick to a
budget, consider asking a friend or family
member who’s great with money to help you
out. Self-control issues – i.e people addicted
to shopping – need to find help. While it
may sound funny (people being addicted
to shopping), it’s a real thing and there are
organisations out there who can help.
The same goes for wanting to be perceived
as someone with a glamorous lifestyle. Social
media and peer pressure have made it even
harder for young people to control their
spending. We’re all human, after all – and want
nice things. While some are more fortunate
than others, that doesn’t mean you need to
incur debt to buy material things.
Read the full column here
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Baby Q still delivers key Audi attributes
By Jarryd Neves

F

irst seen in 2016, the Audi Q2
was introduced as an entry-level
alternative to the bigger Q SUV
offerings in Audi’s range. Not following the
conservative Q3, Q5 and Q7, Ingolstadt’s
boutique crossover appealed to a more
youthful market – with flamboyant paint
choices and trim schemes to attract fashionforward consumers. Now halfway through
its life cycle, the premium carmaker has
given the Q2 a facelift.

Subtle enhancements refresh the exterior; the
boutique design modernised with new faux
front-end air inlets and redesigned headlamp
detailing. The rear has also benefitted from
changes to the rear diffuser. The test unit we
sampled was painted in a discreet shade called
Floret Silver Metallic. At R2,620, it was one
of many options fitted to the Q2. A set of
dynamic-looking 5-double-spoke ‘trapezoid

style’ Audi Sport 18-inch alloys add some
presence, at R36,900.

Five new paint colours have been
made available, including Apple Green
(pictured)
Seated behind the standard leather-wrapped
steering wheel, there is plenty of adjustment
to allow people of all shapes to find their ideal
driving position. Trimmed in ‘Index’ fabric
seats, the R6,200 ‘Sports’ seats are supportive
and well-bolstered. As a premium product, a
no-cost leather option would be appreciated.
It’s available as an option (on Advanced and S
line models only) for an extra R14,600.
Despite the relatively compact exterior
dimensions, the rear bench is spacious.
There’s plenty of space for a brace of child
seats and, with standard ISOFIX mountings,
fitting them should be a breeze. Cargo space is
acceptable, measuring 405 litres with the rear
bench in place. This is bigger than the Mini
Countryman (360 litres) but falls short of the

Volkswagen T-Roc’s 445 litres. With the rear
seats folded flat, the Audi has a commendable
1,050 litres – but can’t match the Mini at 1,250
and the VW at 1,290 litres, respectively.
Standard specification is more impressive
than luggage space, with key features such
as climate control, rear parking sensors, LED
headlamps and cruise control all forming part
of the standard price. The attractive interior
remains relatively unchanged, apart from a
revised gear lever and air vents. Quality is
something you can rarely complain about with
an Audi – and the Q2 is no different. The baby
Q has been blessed with a beautiful interior.
Yes, there are a few surfaces which use cheaper
plastics, but for the most part everything feels
remarkably solid and premium. In this regard,
it bests the T-Roc’s decidedly plastic cockpit.

Beautifully constructed cabin receives
cruise control, automatic climate control
and a leather-trimmed steering wheel as
standard

With the mid-life update, Audi South Africa
has elected to rejig the local engine line-up. No
longer available, the three-cylinder 30 TFSI
has been dropped from the line-up. Just one
choice is on offer, the 35 TFSI. With 110kW
and 250Nm, it’s sufficiently powered to carry
out its tasks as a commuter with diligence.
While not as dynamically engaging as the
similarly priced Audi A3 Sportback, the
Q2 counters with a fine ride quality and a
delightful heft to the controls – it’s not heavy
by any means, but feels reassuringly solid in
its driving characteristics.
The 1.4-litre turbopetrol is paired to a smoothshifting eight-speed automatic gearbox, which
suits the Q2’s relaxed persona. Commuting
around town and on motorways are both
strengths of the Audi, which has longer legs
than its compact size would suggest. On the
open road – when cruising at the national
limit – the auto ‘box blurs the gears away
seamlessly to provide a refined experience.
The four-cylinder remains hushed and wind
noise is kept to a limit. Even with the optional
18-inch alloys, the ride is unruffled.
Performance is not the Q2’s forte. It doesn’t
move at a glacial pace but lacks the urgency
experienced in some of its larger siblings.
0-100km/h in 8.8 seconds should be enough
for most people, but quick passing manoeuvres
will require more thought and input.
Read the full article here

Ford Ranger Stormtrak stands out from crowd
By Miles Downard

F

ord’s Ranger is coming up to a big
overhaul in 2022, so in the current
model’s swansong year, the Blue Oval
is rolling out a number of special editions
to round off what has been a stellar 10 years
for the company.

The latest such edition is called the Stormtrak.
Offered in four colour options, Sea Grey,
Frozen White and Blue Lightning are common
favourites from the rest of the line-up but
Lucid Red is unique. The black mesh grille
with red inserts carries over from the Ranger
Thunder but is enhanced by black decals for
the bonnet and doors, black roof rails, and
18-inch alloy wheels finished in gloss black.
Three-dimensional Stormtrak logos on the
lower sections of the front doors, as well as on
the rear tailgate round off the exterior changes
and make for a striking enhancement over the
Wildtrak on which the Stormtrak is based.

Ford Ranger Stormtrak, pictured here in
Lucid Red
A noteworthy addition to the list of standard
equipment is a Power Roller Shutter for the rear
load compartment, which allows electronic
opening or closing of the protective shutter
over the loadbox and provides a convenient
method to securely stow cargo out of sight.
Compared to the manual roller shutter, which
can be locked only in specific predetermined
positions, the Power Roller Shutter can be
securely locked in any position and has also
been designed with an anti-pinch feature to
prevent injury or damage when contact is
made with an object.

Operation of the roller shutter is managed via
bespoke buttons on the key fob, instrument
panel and inside the load box, complemented
by the tailgatelocking mechanism being
integrated into the vehicle’s central locking
system.
Adding further versatility is the adjustable bed
divider kit that makes it easy for the owner to
compartmentalise the cargo area according
to the size of the items being carried – thus
preventing goods from rolling around when
driving.
Step inside the Stormtrak’s cabin over special
illuminated front scuff plates and you’re met
with subtle changes like red stitching and the
Stormtrak logo etched into the seat backrests
and on the panel above the glovebox. Standard
is an extensive list of active and passive safety
systems and driver aids, such as Adaptive
Cruise Control with Forward Collision
Alert, Autonomous Emergency Braking,
Lane Keeping Alert and Lane Keeping Aid.

A 4×2 derivative is available from
R790,300 while the 4×4 retails for
R846,500

Powering the Stormtrak is the same, wellestablished 2.0-litre bi-turbodiesel motor
mated to a 10-speed automatic gearbox as
you’ll find in the Wildtrak. The Ranger’s towing
capacity of 3,500kg remains unchanged, along
with the 800mm water wading depth and
230mm ground clearance.
Over three days I experienced the Stormtrak
in varying conditions but mainly along
approximately 800km of the Eastern Cape’s
gravel district roads between Storms River
Mouth and its source. It is quite remarkable
how well the Ranger handles extended periods
in such conditions, providing sure-footedness
that’s not easily matched by competitors. The
suspension revisions Ford introduced three
years ago, specifically having moved the antiroll bar placement allowing better damping
settings, are a key contributor. The 2.0 bi-turbo
powertrain feels strong but is also refined and
the 10-speed automatic gearbox gets on with
the job without any real sense of it continually
hunting for the right gear – despite how many
there are to choose from.
The Stormtrak, priced at R790,300 for the 4×2
and R846,500 for the 4×4, offers everything
one could ask for from an upmarket double
cab. An extensive list of standard features puts
it on par with premium saloon cars, while
the limited edition visual enhancements offer
exclusivity.
Read the full article here

